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Push ahead with the RAMROD 8 foot Snow Pusher Blade
Yorkton, SK – Feb. 1, 2022 – When you look outside and see snow everywhere, you know exactly what you need. That’s
a blade that can easily get through hard, packed-in snow and move it quickly and efficiently out of the way. Something
with the strength to hold up to multiple passes without harming the surface underneath. What you need is the
RAMROD 8 foot Snow Pusher Blade.
Our decades of expertise designing and manufacturing blades are on display
in every part of the design. The ripple-formed moldboard keeps the load
moving forward, making for easy work. Large side plates are designed to
give this blade a larger capacity, meaning more snow can be moved at a
time, and the design also keeps that material visible and easy to monitor.
Frame reinforcement gussets between the backplate and side plates mean
the blade will stand up to the heaviest snow and ice.
This blade is designed for a long life. A high-carbon steel, replaceable bolt-on
cutting edge and bolt on skid shoes are tough but easily replaced as needed.
The RAMROD 8 foot Snow Pusher Blade works with you, with a quick attach mounting plate for both easy switching
between attachments and compatibility with major skid steer models.
The RAMROD Snow Pusher Blade is also the right size for a wide range of applications. The blade measures 100” wide,
34.62” high and 33.81” deep total, with a 96” cutting width. Big enough to clear quickly, small enough to clear in tight
spaces.
Snow Pusher Blades are one of over 70 attachments available from RAMROD.
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